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When Considering Using Punishment
A positive dog trainer is a trainer who
uses positive reinforcement, the
reward of good things for good
behavior, and negative punishment,
the removal of good things for bad
behavior. A truly positive trainer
would strictly use only positive
reinforcement
and
negative
punishment in training. So, though I
am primarily a positive trainer, I must
admit that I am not strictly so. I do
believe in the use of positive
punishment, the application of bad
things for bad behavior. However, I
feel that it is important that the dog
(or whatever organism the learner is,
humans included) needs to know the
right answer before being punished
for choosing the wrong one.
As an example, when dogs jump
up in greeting, negative trainers might
suggest using positive punishment
such as catching hold of their front
paws and not letting go, or kneeing
them in the chest, in order to make
jumping up less desirable. Well, for
starters, I would never apply the latter
technique – using a technique that
involves inflicting pain will likely mar
the fabric of the relationship I have
with this dog, something I find an
unacceptable casualty regardless of
the end result. But, to return to my
point, my approach would be to

reinforce the dog for an alternative
behavior that I would prefer. One
such behavior might be sitting – a
sitting dog is indeed offering a very
polite greeting. With practice in
many situations and with many
people, I would train the dog to offer
sits rather than jumping up when
greeting people. Having equipped the
dog with the right answer, only then
might I decide that applying a
punishment for choosing to jump up
might be appropriate.
So, having decided to punish, now
I must think long and hard about an
appropriate approach. There are some
basic principles that I consider when
considering punishment:

Get a FREE 30-minute introductory
basic training session when you
purchase a 4-session package.
(Offer details based on location.)

Call WoofGang at 646.345.5116 to
make an appointment.

“Come” at the Run
Does your dog evade your calls when
you’re ready to leave the dog run?
She’s probably figured out that it
usually means an end to a favorite
pastime: dog-play! So, every few
minutes call her by name… start easy
with near calls and plenty of
encouragement. When she comes,
grab her collar and give her some
love; then release her with “OK, go
play!” This way she won’t anticipate
when you’ll be calling to leave.

Timing is absolutely critical: the
punishment needs to occur within one
second of the behavior to be effective.
Punishment delivered later than this is
inhumane, as it is punishment without
cause. The typical example of this is
punishing a dog for having peed in the
house while you were at work. If you
punish him upon returning home, he
will assume he’s being punished for
the last thing he did, which was most
likely greeting you, rather than the
potty accident he had hours ago.

Call WoofGang at 646.345.5116 for
help training a strong recall from your
lovin’ pooch, as well as other
relationship-building training.

(continued on page 2)

Log on to www.myWoofGang.com
for more information.

About the Trainer
Dog trainer Laura Garber, CPDT, is
a professional member of the
Association of Pet Dog Trainers
(APDT) and is certified by the
Certification Council for Professional
Dog Trainers (CCPDT), the first
national certification for dog trainers.
Laura has authored articles about
dogs and dog behavior in dog-centric
magazines and on-line resources.

Introductory Training Offer

Laura believes strongly in
strengthening the bond between
human and companion animal. For
this reason, she regards training as an
exercise in building relationship
rather than obedience.
Such an
approach promises greater understanding and symbiosis within our
family packs.
Log on to www.myWoofGang.com.

Growing the Bonds
Our pets have become members of
the family, working, playing, eating,
and sleeping at our sides. To ensure
that we live together harmoniously,
both human and canine family
members must learn each other’s
needs and limits. WoofGang wants
to help you strengthen the bond with
your canine family member. Call
today at 646.345.5116.

When Considering Using Punishment (cont.)
Ideally the punishment is
impersonal.
Punishment that is
clearly delivered by the handler can
damage the relationship, as I
mentioned above.
This is the
problem with punishments such as
using a spray bottle for countersurfing. Rather than training him
not to counter-surf, you’re just
training him not to counter-surf
when you’re around. It’s far better
to use a booby trap, like a motionactivated Sscat air canister.
The punishment must be
appropriate and sufficient to inhibit
behavior. Too often, handlers will
deliver either too harsh a correction
or too mild a correction. As an
example of the latter case: too mild
a prong correction for pulling on
leash may stop the dog from pulling
at first but, as he gains tolerance for
the mild correction, will just
become a nuisance that he learns to
ignore. A sufficient correction must
be severe enough that pulling is
extinguished within very few
repetitions but no more than that.

I was afraid someone would get hurt,
myself included. I had decided that we
needed to use a Gentle Leader head
collar to get better control of her head
and had sent the handler to get one,
when I discovered the perfect punisher!
With the handler’s departure, the dog
stopped the behavior and looked
longingly in the direction of where he
had disappeared. The game had lost its
luster without her favorite person.
What better punisher than for him to
abandon her whenever she played her
dangerous game?!
So, upon the handler’s return, we
tried a new approach. I asked him to
waggle the leash handle a bit above her
head. If she leapt to get it, he was to
mark the moment with a stern “uh-uh!
Too bad!” and turn and leave abruptly.
He could return to her if she offered
polite behavior. If she didn’t lunge at
the leash when it waggled, then she was
rewarded with attention and a treat –
don’t forget… I am a positive trainer!
Wouldn’t you know that, within
minutes, she was walking nicely on
leash and not grabbing it in her mouth!
It had only taken a couple of repetitions
of the handler abandoning her for her to
learn this valuable lesson – an example
of an appropriate and sufficient
punishment.

Ask Woofie…
Woofie, over the last 6-8 months, our
2year old beagle Stella has been
showing signs of possessiveness and
aggression towards objects like toys,
balls, sticks, etc while in the presence
of other dogs. Apparently last week
in day care she got aggressive with
one of the older dogs. I'm growing
concerned. Most of these behaviors
started when she was around 11-12
months old. I'd love to hear your
thoughts. Randi

Hiya, Randi! Working with a dog
who’s possessive of toys etc. with
other dogs is not easy, especially if
it’s not within a consistent relationship (for instance, a “sibling” dog).
Can the doggie day care not have toys
down in the play run? To do work
with this behavior, you have to be
constantly on top of the dog with the
issue, giving her feedback that her
behavior is appropriate/not appropriate. This type of constant attention
is certainly something they can’t do at
doggie day care, because they’re
tending to so many dogs.
It’s not realistic to remove all toys
from a dog run, so make sure that
there are several balls. Keep in mind
that a resource becomes more valuable with scarcity. Stay right on top
of her the whole time so that she does
not threaten a dog who gets too close
Punishment is my least favorite training to her with her cherished object.
technique, but it has its place. It is
Hope this helps!... Woofie
something I will absolutely consider
using when necessary, particularly for
behaviors that are dangerous in nature.
But always remember: positive methods
are the easiest to deliver, the most
forgiving of mistakes, and the least
likely to cause harm, to the dog and the
relationship.

Be aware that, depending on
the dog, punishment may have
unintended consequences, particularly in shy or fearful dogs. I’ve
known dogs to become afraid of the
entire kitchen when all the owner
wanted was to dissuade the dog
from
counter-surfing.
I’ve
counseled owners with dogs who
have become afraid of the backyard
as an unintended consequence of
their using an electronic fence.
So, given all of my warnings, I
will come clean… I used punishment just last night. I was helping a
handler work with a dog who was
leaping up and grabbing the leash, For this article in its entirety, log on to
Sivic is as much a gentleman as a dog
playing tug-of-war with it. This dog
www.myWoofGang.com.
can get. A bit older, he’s beyond the
was putting a very dangerous twist
dramas of puppyhood and the teenage
on this fairly annoying behavior,
years and ready to curl up on a warm
though, as she was leaping high in
rug and spend his steadfast love and
the air and grabbing the leash as
devotion on a new forever family.
close to the handler’s hands as she
Visit him at the Liberty Humane
could, often catching clothing or
Society.
body parts in the process.

